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Abstract

In previous work we have shown how mix-nets can be used to shuffle secret shares with an efficiency
that is significantly better then solutions based on pure arithmetic/boolean circuits [Sil04b]. We have
also shown that this operation can be an important building block for solving combinatorial problems
where constraints are secret to different participants.

Here we show how participants in the mix-net can make Zero-Knowledge proofs to convince the
other participants that they do not tamper with the shuffled secrets. We analyze systematically different
versions of the mix-net, their rationale and their security. A comparison is made with rationales and
analysis of Chaum’s and Merritt mix-nets. Examples are shown of how these techniques can be used in
the Secure Multi-party Computation (SMC) language [Sil04a].
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Figure 1: Using a volunteer V1 which shuffles messages from different senders before delivering them to the
destination.

1 Introduction

It is known that any probabilistic function on an arithmetic finite field can be securely computed using
addition/multiplication or AND/XOR logic operators on shared secrets [BOGW88]. In securely addressing
large problems, like auctions and scheduling, a major step consists in randomly selecting one out of several
possible results. This is an important problem since not only the fairness of the MPC, but also a lot of
privacy implications depend heavily on the way it is addressed. Details about the privacy implications of
the process for selecting the result are detailed in [SR04].

Here we describe computationally secure techniques for selecting randomly a solution when several solu-
tions are possible. This can be done with information theoretical security by using solely addition/multiplication
or AND/XOR operations on secret shares [Sil04b]. However, those solutions are very slow. The approach
addressed here to select a value randomly from a certain set is based on the concept of mix-net and yields
faster algorithms.

Mix-nets were introduced by Chaum as a way to provide anonymity in an insecure Internet [Cha81]. The
term mix-net suggests a network of volunteers that mixes messages to hide their relation with the senders.
The technique relies on the trust in a set of volunteers where the collusion of all of them is required to
break the anonymity. Secrets from many volunteers are combined in a more secure secret that hides the
identity of a message sender. After we describe Chaum’s mix-nets we also pay attention to a variation by
Merritt [Mer83], very similar to what is used for secure function evaluation.

The main part of the article is then spent in describing and analyzing a mix-net that can shuffle a set
of shared secrets such that no participant can know to which of the initial secrets does an obtained secret
correspond. This technique can be used to select a random value from a set of secrets, such that the selection
is fair and nobody can know which secret was selected. [Sil04b] shows how this can be used to select a value
with certain properties (namely being a solution to a problem at hand) from a set of alternatives with secret
properties.

2 Chaum’s Anonymity Mixnet

In an Internet where messages can be supervised and where the identity of their sender can be verified,
the accountability is expected to offer us less unsolicited email, better security and a better satisfaction in
general. However, there exist cases where anonymity of the sender is desirable. A typical case is voting
and submission of signatures for popular initiatives [KS05, SK05, AS04]. In such applications we want that
the vote/signature authors remain as anonymously as possible (and eligibility is proven using some type of
digital signature, called credentials).

Trying to provide anonymity, Chaum’s idea was to ask help from volunteers that accept to forward the
message to the destination and to remove the name of the sender (see Figure 1). If the volunteers act for
many messages simultaneously shuffling them before delivery, then (even knowing who gave messages to the
volunteers) the receiver cannot know the mapping between senders and received messages. To avoid that
the volunteers see the messages, these messages can be encrypted with the key of the destination.

Assume that sender S gives ED(m) to volunteer V1 asking delivery to the destination D. However, if V1

is coerced to reveal his secret shuffling then the anonymity is lost. A small improvement is achieved if the
sender does not give his message directly to V1 but asks an additional volunteer V2 to anonymously deliver
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Figure 2: Onion: Using two specialized volunteers.

Figure 3: Onion: Using up to two unspecialized volunteers.

the message to V1 (assuming V1 knows to always deliver to D). Volunteer V2 acts for many senders and
shuffles the messages, too. The security is now based on two volunteers. To avoid that V2 can be corrupted
by D and reveal the messages directly to D together with the senders, Chaum found a way to force V2 and
D to also need V1. The idea was to perform an additional encryption of the message with a key known only
by V1, namely a cipher E1. The new message to be sent by the sender is M = E1(ED(m)). V2 and D cannot
use the message M if V1 does not decrypt it. In this way, both volunteers have to be corrupted in order
to find the mapping between senders and messages received by D. Note that in the two volunteers version
shown in Figure 2, each volunteer is specialized as either delivering all messages straight to the destination
(the case of V1), or delivering to a volunteer of the previous type (like V2 which delivers to V1).

The concept of performing several encryptions one over another is called onion due to the resemblance
between the layers of encryption around the message and the layers of an onion. The next improvement
proposed by Chaum is a way to avoid the need of specializing volunteers as being either the first or the last
on a path. Chaum did this by telling each volunteer separately for each message the identity of the next hop
on the path. Such a message has the format M2 = 〈V1||E1(D||ED(m))〉 (see Figure 3), where a||b denotes
the concatenation of a and b.

An additional advantage of the lack of specialization is that we can easily extend the protocol to use
three volunteers (which all need to collude with D in order for D to break the anonymity). Namely, given an
additional volunteer V3, this additional volunteer can be asked by S to be an intermediary in anonymously
handing M2 to V2. As with the introduction of V2, to avoid that V3 sends the message directly to D without
needing V2, M2 will be encrypted with a key known to V2, getting E2(M2). The next hop, V2, is also
communicated to V3. The obtained message is:

M3 = 〈V2||E2(V1||E1(D||ED(m)))〉
Since the identity of the hop to which V2 will send its message (i.e., V1) is encrypted with the key of V2,

V3 will not know the path that will be followed by the message. With three volunteers, V2 is the single one
knowing all the three hops on the path of M3.

Even more, similarly to the addition of V2 and V3 one can add as many volunteers as desired increasing
the security up to the level of volunteers needed by the sender to trust at least one of them. Given a message
Mk built to generate a path with k hops, one can set a path with k + 1 nodes by adding a new volunteer,
Vk+1, and handing him the message Mk+1 = 〈Vk||Ek(Mk)〉. One can easily verify by mathematical induction
that the message Mk that has to be sent to a volunteer Vk to make security of anonymous delivery dependent
on k volunteers V1, ..., Vk is:

Mk = 〈Vk−1||Ek−1(Vk−2||Ek−2(..., E2(V1||E1(D||ED(m)))...))〉
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Often, the message is sent to Vk encrypted with Ek, both to guarantee that nobody seeing the message
learns the identity of Vk−1, and to make Vk’s procedure identical to the procedure of all other volunteers.
I.e.,

Mk = Ek(Vk−1||Ek−1(Vk−2||Ek−2(..., E2(V1||E1(D||ED(m)))...)))

Morever, making the processing homogeneous for all volunteers makes it possible for the sender to claim to
be a volunteer himself [GRS96]. [XNJS04, AS04] proposed to use digital currency for paying servers in a
mix-net. In [JJR02], it is shown how to improve the reliability of the servers by probabilistic checking.

To avoid that the path of a message can be analyzed by routers due to reduced traffic, it is possible
to maintain a minimal traffic by generating fake messages between all volunteers, according to a poisson
distribution. This technique combined with adding random delays in processing each received message
is sufficient to offer robustness to sniffers. To offer robustness from analysys of message sizes, the fake
messages generated should always have the size of the recent messages that would have to be forwarded
(fake or correct) [RR98, FM02].

Remark 1 Mix-nets are computationally expensive due to the length of the messages. Public key encryption
with growing messages can be performed with Pollig-Hellman cryptosystem. One can also use symmetric key
encryption, sending only the session key in the onion encryption:

Mk = Ek(Kk)||EKk(Vk−1||Ek−1(Kk−1)||EKk−1
(...||E1(K1)||EK1

(D||ED(m)...))

where EKi denotes symmetric encryption with the key Ki.

The usage of symmetric encryption as described in this remark is particularly useful when other data is
passed to the volunteers, such as digital coins and/or reply-path data [AS04].

3 Merritt Election Protocol

As mentioned above, Chaum’s mix-nets can be used for anonymously voting. From the perspective of voting,
some of the drawbacks of Chaum’s technique are that (a) timing analysis of vote arrival and sending can
reduce anonymity, (b) anonymity depends on the honesty of the volunteers, (c) message delivery is not
reliable.

3.1 Modifications to Chaum’s method

Let us see some solutions to the three threats observed when Chaum’s method is applied to voting:

(a) To avoid the timing analysis (especially if fake messages are not used), all the votes should be submitted
simultaneously and should arrive simultaneously. For arriving simultaneously, the last volunteer on
the chain should be the same for all messages. To avoid that this volunteer could help an attacker
based on timing and path analysis, the previous volunteer should also be the same for all messages.
The same reasoning can be applied to the cooperation between the last two volunteers and an attacker
to infer that the third volunteer should also be the same for all votes. By induction we get that all the
votes should travel using the same path, simultaneously.

(b) There is a natural bound on the anonymity that can be achieved in voting. Namely, if all participants
except one reveal their vote, then the vote of the remaining participant is revealed. In Chaum’s
approach, if all volunteers are corrupted then the anonymity is lost. Note that if all voters are also
volunteers and all messages are handled by all volunteers, then the security offered by Chaum’s method
is equal to the maximal security achievable for the problem.

(c) The fact that message delivery is not reliable comes from the fact that each volunteer can discard a
message without forwarding it, and the identity of that volunteer cannot be established without the
cooperation of all volunteers (which should be hard to get). Some approaches trying to fix this are based
on statistical tests [JJR02], or on providing incentives [XNJS04, AS04]. A more secure approach, usable
if we accept to reveal the trajectory of all messages (as in the aforementioned solution to problem (a)),
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is to ask all volunteers to broadcast signed versions of the messages that they forward. Since everybody
sees the broadcast messages, everybody can detect the user that did not forward a message. Since each
participant can see and recognize the forwarded component of his own message, everybody can detect
when (if ever) his/her message is tampered with.

3.2 A simplified version of Merritt’s protocol

These solutions to the three threats mentioned above are integrated in Merritt’s election protocol [Mer83].
Several descriptions and versions of Merritt’s election protocol exist [GB96, Gen95]. Merritt’s election
protocol ensures the privacy of the relation vote-elector by reordering (shuffling) the votes. The shuffling is
obtained by a chain of permutations (each being the secret of an election center) on the encrypted votes.
Note that maximal security would require each voter to act as election center and we will assume this to be
the case.

The n election centers, A1, ..., An, are ordered in a chain (called in the following, Merritt chain). Each
Ai distributes a public key for a probabilistic public key cryptosystem, the obtained encryption function
being denoted Ei(m, r) where m is the plaintext and r the random value. Ai keeps corresponding private
decryption function Di, i.e., Di(Ei(m, r)) = m. Each voter Ai that submits a vote vi chooses a large
random number hi and random numbers r1,i, ..., rn,i, and computes a message y1,i to be submitted to the
first volunteer in the Merritt chain, A1:

y1,i = E1(E2(...En−1(En(vi||hi, rn,1), rn−1,i)..., r2,i), r1,i)

By vi||hi we denote the number obtained by concatenating vi and hi. The y1,j values gathered by
A1 in a vector y1 = {y1,j}j ordered according to their second index, j, are posted through the chain of
participants in order from A1 to An. Each Ai choses a secret random permutation πi : [1..n]→[1..n]. We

define the application of such a permutation on a vector as πi({xk}k∈[1..n])
def
= {xπ−1

i
(k)}k∈[1..n]. After

receiving {y1,j}j , A1 broadcasts y2 = {y2,j′}j′=πi({Di(yi,j)}j). In each subsequent hop, Ai, of the Merritt
chain, after receiving {yi,j(i−1)(k)}j(i−1)(k), it broadcasts {yi+1,j(i)(k)}j(i)(k)=πi({Di(yi,j(i−1)(k))}j(i−1)(k)). An
publishes {yn+1,j(n)}j(n) which equals {vk||hk}j(n)(k). Votes have been shuffled since the relation (j,j(n)) was
lost. Each voter Ai can check that his own vote was recorded correctly by verifying the vote that appears
in association with its random number hi. If the random numbers are sufficiently large then they can be
expected to be unique.

Example 1 Assume A1, A2, and A3 want to vote on an issue using the simplified Merritt protocol.
A1 submits to himself the vote y1,1 = E1(E2(E3(v1||h1, r3,1), r2,1), r1,1).
A2 submits to A1 the vote y1,2 = E1(E2(E3(v2||h2, r3,2), r2,2), r1,2).
A3 submits to A1 the vote y1,3 = E1(E2(E3(v3||h3, r3,3), r2,3), r1,3).

A1 builds the vector y1 = 〈y1,1, y1,2, y1,3〉, chooses the permutation π1 = 〈2, 3, 1〉 and applies it on the de-
crypted elements of y1 obtaining: y2 = 〈D1(y1,2), D1(y1,3), D1(y1,1)〉 = 〈E2(E3(v2||h2, r3,2), r2,2), E2(E3(v3||h3, r3,3), r2,3), E2(E3(v1||h1, r3,1), r2,1)〉 =
〈y2,1, y2,2, y2,3〉. y2 is broadcast signed by A1.

A2 chooses the permutation π2 = 〈1, 3, 2〉 and applies it on the decrypted elements of y2 obtaining:
y3 = 〈D2(y2,1), D2(y2,3), D2(y2,2)〉 = 〈E3(v2||h2, r3,2), E3(v1||h1, r3,1), E3(v3||h3, r3,3)〉 = 〈y3,1, y3,2, y3,3〉. y3

is broadcast signed by A2.
A3 chooses the permutation π3 = 〈3, 1, 2〉 and applies it on the decrypted elements of y3 obtaining:

y4 = 〈D3(y3,3), D3(y3,1), D3(y3,2)〉 = 〈v3||h3, v2||h2, v1||h1〉 = 〈y4,1, y4,2, y4,3〉.
A3 now publishes the votes y4 = 〈v3||h3, v2||h2, v1||h1〉. Each voter Ai looks in this vector and checks that

his hi appears associated with the submitted vote vi, meaning that the voting went correctly.

The simplified Merrit election protocol shown here has one more weakness. The problem is that An could
change a vote that she/he dislikes, and the only one observing it is the voter whose vote was changed. If
the voter complains, then its anonymity is lost. The full version of the Merritt election protocol solves this
problem

Remark 2 As it can be noticed, Merritt’s protocol is computationally expensive, mainly due to the length of
the messages. Public key encryption with growing messages can be performed with symmetric key encryption,
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sending only the session key in the onion encryption:

y1,i = E1(K1)||EK1
(r1,i||E2(K2)||EK2

(r2,i||...En(Kn)||EKn(rn,i||vi||hi)...))

Remark 3 Instead of submitting the votes using onion encryption, Ak’s vote could be submitted only as
y1,k = En(vk||hk, r), where En is a (◦, •)-homomorphic encryption, for some operations ◦ and •. Then, each
participant (election center) Ai in the Merritt chain only needs to compute yi+1 = πi({yi,k •En(e◦, ri,k)}k).
Here e◦ is the identity element for the operation ◦ and ri,k is a secure random number.

After this operation the secrets are shuffled and nobody can reconstruct the permutation due to the
randomization based on the homomorphic encryption. However, if A1 colludes with An then the privacy of
the voters is lost. Nevertheless, we will see in Section 4 how a similar idea is successful for secure function
evaluation.

3.3 The Merritt Election Protocol

As mentioned before, one needs to make sure that the last person decrypting the votes getting out of a
mix-net cannot modify the votes without being detected by everybody. The reason why An can tamper with
the votes undetected in the simplified version is that the encryption scheme was probabilistic, meaning that
nobody other then the sender can check that the published decrypted messages correspond to the actual
ciphertexts (the randomization parameters being lost). Probabilistic encryption was needed to hide the
shuffling permutation.

An immediate fix is to add an additional layer of encryption at the end, this time with an encryption
scheme that is not probabilistic (i.e., is publicly reversible). This uses the public key E ′k of a volunteer Ak,
where Ak may or may not be one of the election centers shuffling the votes so far. During the corresponding
decryption it is useless to perform any shuffling, since such shuffling can be reconstructed by everybody.
One should either use an encryption that is not probabilistic (RSA or Rabin), or an encryption where the
randomization factor can be retrived (as in the non-probabilistic Paillier’s scheme [Pai99]), or one can simply
send the randomization factor as an additional plaintext to enable verification.

y1,i = E1(E2(...En−1(En(E′k(vi||hi), rn,1), rn−1,i)..., r2,i), r1,i)

Everybody can reverse the last operation of Ak and can detect if Ak does not decrypt correctly the signed
message E′k(vi||hi) that he gets from An.

However, it follows that a single additional encryption layer is not enough since the new volunteer Ak
could collude with the last shuffler An to see the votes in advance and to have An tamper with them. To
increase the security, one needs to ask more than one volunteer, having an additional layer of encryption
for each of them. The maximum security is achieved if all voters are present once again in the new set of
volunteers with non-probabilistic encryption layers. That would requires all of them to cooperate in order
to tamper a known vote.

All volunteers in the newly added set of encryption layers have to broadcast the messages that they
forward, enabling everybody to detect when a message is tampered with. To enable user to prove in court
that a certain volunteer is guilty for tampering, the messages should be digitally signed. A volunteer proceeds
to do his decryption round only if all participants acknowledge that the protocol went correctly so far. Let
us now see the obtained protocol, the Merritt election protocol.

The n election centers, A1, ..., An, are ordered in a chain (the Merritt chain). Each agent Ai distributes
two public keys, one for a probabilistic encryption cryptosystem resulting in an encryption function Ei(m, r),
and a public key for a non-probabilistic encryption scheme (i.e., having a publicly reversable decryption)
resulting in an encryption function E ′i(m). Ai keeps corresponding private decryption functions Di and D′i.
Also, each Ai posesses a scheme for digital signatures, given by the function Si(m) which returns the message
together with its signature. We denote with Ui a function that takes a signed message, verifies and removes
the signature, and returns the message. Each election center Ai that sends a vote vi chooses a large random
number hi and random numbers r1,i, ..., rn,i, and computes:

y1,i = E1(E2(...En(E′1(E′2(...E′n−1(E′n(vi||hi))...)), rn,i)..., r2,i), r1,i)
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The y1,j values gathered by A1 in a vector {y1,j}j , each on a position given by their second index, j,
are posted through the Merritt chain in order from A1 to An. Each Ai choses a secret random permu-

tation πi : [1..n]→[1..n]. As in the simplified version, we also define πi({xk}k∈[1..n])
def
= {xπ−1

i
(k)}k∈[1..n].

The composition of the secret permutations of the first t participants is denoted by j (t). After receiving
{yi,j(i−1)(k)}j(i−1)(k), Ai sends to Ai+1 the shuffled vector {yi+1,j(i)(k)}j(i)(k)=πi({Di(yi,j(i−1)(k))}ji−1(k)). An
broadcasts {yn+1,j(n)}j(n) :

yn+1,j(n)(k) = E′1(E′2(...E′n−1(E′n(vj(n)(k)||hj(n)(k)))...))

At this point, values have been securely shuffled (as the relation (j,j (n)) was lost). The shuffled value can
be found immediately by an additional decryption round in the order A1→A2→...→An. A1 broadcasts
{y′

2,j(n)(k)
}j(n)(k), where y′

2,j(n)(k)
= S1(D′1(yn+1,j(n)(k))). Then, each subsequent election center Ai, 1<i<n

computes y′
i+1,j(n)(k)

= Si(D
′
i(Ui−1(y′

i,j(n)(k)
))). An broadcasts the signed votes {vj ||hj} = Sn(D′n(Un−1(y′

n,j(n))))).

Each Aj checks for the presence of its hj .

Example 2 Assume A1, A2, and A3 want to vote on an issue using the simplified Merritt protocol.
A1 computes y1,1 = E1(E2(E3(E′1(E′2(E′3(v1||h1))), r3,1), r2,1), r1,1).
A2 submits to A1 the vote y1,2 = E1(E2(E3(E′1(E′2(E′3(v2||h2))), r3,2), r2,2), r1,2).
A3 submits to A1 the vote y1,3 = E1(E2(E3(E′1(E′2(E′3(v3||h3))), r3,3), r2,3), r1,3).
A1 builds the vector y1 = 〈y1,1, y1,2, y1,3〉, chooses the permutation π1 = 〈2, 3, 1〉 and applies it on the de-
crypted elements of y1 obtaining: y2 = 〈D1(y1,2), D1(y1,3), D1(y1,1)〉 = 〈E2(E3(E′1(E′2(E′3(v2||h2))), r3,2), r2,2),
E2(E3(E′1(E′2(E′3(v3||h3))), r3,3), r2,3), E2(E3(E′1(E′2(E′3(v1||h1))), r3,1), r2,1)〉 = 〈y2,1, y2,2, y2,3〉. y2 is sent to
A2.
A2 chooses the permutation π2 = 〈1, 3, 2〉 and applies it on the decrypted elements of y2 obtaining: y3 =
〈D2(y2,1), D2(y2,3), D2(y2,2)〉 = 〈E3(E′1(E′2(E′3(v2||h2))), r3,2), E3(E′1(E′2(E′3(v1||h1))), r3,1), E3(E′1(E′2(E′3(v3||h3))), r3,3)〉 =
〈y3,1, y3,2, y3,3〉. y3 is sent to A3.
A3 chooses the permutation π3 = 〈3, 1, 2〉 and applies it on the decrypted elements of y3 obtaining: y4 =
〈D3(y3,3), D3(y3,1), D3(y3,2)〉 = 〈E′1(E′2(E′3(v3||h3))), E′1(E′2(E′3(v2||h2))), E′1(E′2(E′3(v1||h1)))〉 = 〈y4,1, y4,2, y4,3〉.
A3 broadcasts y4.
A1 computes and broadcasts y′2 = 〈S1(D′1(y4,1)), S1(D′1(y4,2)), S1(D′1(y4,3))〉 = 〈S1(E′2(E′3(v3||h3))), S1(E′2(E′3(v2||h2))), S1(E′2(E′3(v1||h1)))〉 =
〈y′2,1, y′2,2, y′2,3〉.
A2 computes and broadcasts y′3 = 〈S2(D′2(U1(y′2,1))), S2(D′2(U1(y′2,2))), S2(D′2(U1(y′2,3)))〉 = 〈S2(E′3(v3||h3)), S2(E′3(v2||h2)), S2(E′3(v1||h1))〉 =
〈y′3,1, y′3,2, y′3,3〉.
A3 computes and broadcasts y′4 = 〈S3(D′3(U2(y′3,1))), S3(D′3(U2(y′3,2))), S3(D′3(U2(y′3,3)))〉 = 〈S3(v3||h3), S3(v2||h2), S3(v1||h1)〉 =
〈y′4,1, y′4,2, y′4,3〉.

Each voter Ai looks in this vector, verifies the signature of A3 by computing 〈U3(y′4,1), U3(y′4,2), U3(y′4,3)〉 =
〈v3||h3, v2||h2, v1||h1〉, and checks that his hi appears associated with the submitted vote vi, meaning that the
voting was performed correctly.

Remark 4 As for the simplified Merritt protocol, onion mix-nets are very computational and memory ex-
pensive, mainly due to the length of the messages. Public key encryption with growing messages can be
performed with symmetric key encryption, sending only the session key in the onion encryption:

y1,i = E1(K1)||EK1
(r1,i||...En(Kn)||EKn(rn,i||E′1(...E′n−1(E′n(vi||hi))...))...)

3.4 Copying Votes

A remaining problem for applying the Merritt election protocol to voting is that A1 can learn Ak’s vote
by copying his message. Instead of submitting his own vote, A1 will duplicate the message of Ak. If two
identical votes have the same random number hx = hy, then Ai learns that Ak has casted the corresponding
vote, vx.

For blocking this possible attack, the participants have to stop the protocol if they detect that two
of the messages that they process are identical. However, if the encryption used has (◦, ◦)-homomorphism
property for some operator ◦, then A1 can hide the resemblance of the two messages using this homomorphism
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(combining the message with a message built for random number hi and for vote e◦, i.e., the identity element
for ◦). After the end of the protocol, Ai has to find two votes with the same value and random numbers hx
and hy in the relation hx = hy ◦ hi. Ai learns that Ak’s vote is vx. The solution for blocking this attack is
to avoid encryptions with (◦, ◦)-homomorphism (like RSA, ElGamal, Rabin). Paillier encryption is robust
to this attack.

4 Mixnets for Shuffling Shared Secrets

A probabilistic function that is expensive to evaluate on secret shares is the computation of a secret random
permutation of a set of secrets where the permutation is not known by any participant. For fairness and
privacy one prefers the permutation to be chosen with a probability given by the uniform distribution over
the set of possible permutations. Given an arithmetic structure F we denote R = log|F |(n!). For n secrets,
the total number of possible permutations is n!. To select such a permutation, a participant needs to specify
values for R variables in F . For fairness and for hiding the total permutation, each participant must be able
to specify such a permutation and the performed permutation has to be a composition of the permutations
proposed by each participant.

Such a function for k secrets and n participants can be defined as f : F k × FnR → F k where f(~x,~r) =
π~r(~x). π~r is a permutation defined by ~r and there are several ways to define it such that each permutation
has equal probability to be obtained. This function is an important step in securely solving combinatorial
problems that can have several solutions. A particular definition of π~r based on an arithmetic circuit is shown
in [Sil04b] and has a very high complexity of O(n!n) multiplications of shared secrets. Even if that solution
is information theoretically secure, its cost makes it prohibitive and a computationally secure approach
becomes acceptable. Here we will see such an approach based on mix-nets.

It is possible to randomize the permutation of the secrets by letting participants to jointly generate the
secret permutation. In order to destroy the visibility of the relations between the initial order on the secrets
and the resulting secrets one can exploit random joint permulations that are not known to any participant,
similar to the simplified Merritt election protocol. The attack of tampering with reconstructed secrets by the
last participant in the Merritt chain (which prompted the extension to the second round of the full version
of the Merritt election protocol) is not possible in this technique since the result consists of shared secrets
and the last participant in the chain does not get their reconstruction. The attack of duplicating a secret or
tampering with a secret using homomorphism (especially by the first participant in the Merritt chain) can
be thwarted as shown later in Section 5.

4.1 Shuffling unidimensional secrets

Now we address the problem n participants A1, ..., An shuffling a vector S = 〈s1, ..., sk〉 of k shared secrets
from ZZν , using a mix-net. Each participant Ai chooses a random secret permutation πi, picked with a
uniform distribution over the set of possible permutations: πi : [1..k] → [1..k]. The shares of Ai for the
secrets in S are the vector Si = 〈s1,i, ..., sk,i〉, sj,i ∈ ZZν .

Each participant Ai chooses a pair of keys for a (+, •)-homomorphic public encryption scheme (for
some operation •) with plaintexts from ZZµ, and publishes the public key (the obtained encryption function
being denoted Ei(m)). Ai encrypts with her own public key her shares in Si obtaining a vector ESi =
〈Ei(s1,i), ..., Ei(sk,i)〉. The serialized encrypted vectors are sent to A1. A1 shuffles the serialized vectors
according to her permutation π1, then passes the result to A2 which applies π2, etc., until the agent An
which applies πn. An sends each vector to the agent that originated it.

To avoid that agents get a chance to learn the final permutation by matching final shares with the
ones that they encrypted, a randomization step is also applied at each shuffling. Each participant Aj
applies a randomization step on the set of shares for each element of S, by adding corresponding shares of
zero [BOGW88]. Since operands are encrypted, to be able to perform this summation one exploits the (+, •)-
homomorphic properties of Ei. Aj computes for each secret sk the Shamir shares of a zero, zj,k,1, ..., zj,k,n.
Then, Aj sets Ei(zj,k,i) •Ei(sk,i) as the new value of Ei(sk,i), randomizing the sharing of sk.

Remark 5 In general, µ must be larger than the largest element that can be obtained applying n times the
operation + on elements from ZZν : µ>ν(n+1).
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Example 3 Participants A1, A2, and A3 share two secrets from ZZ3, s1 = 0 and s2 = 1. s1 is shared as
〈1, 2, 0〉 and s2 as 〈0, 2, 1〉, using Shamir’s (2,3)-threshold scheme. Ai holds the ith shares of each secret. For
simplicity each Ai uses the Paillier key for n=15. ν(n+1) = 3 ∗ 4 < 15 = µ.
A1 (shares 〈1, 0〉) computes v1 = 〈E1(1, 4), E1(0, 7)〉 = 〈34, 118〉.
A2 (shares 〈2, 2〉) submits v2 = 〈E2(2, 2), E1(2, 13)〉 = 〈158, 67〉 to A1.
A3 (shares 〈0, 1〉) submits v3 = 〈E3(0, 11), E1(1, 4)〉 = 〈26, 34〉 to A1.
A1 generates two sharings of 0, z1,0 = 〈0, 0, 0〉 and z1,1 = 〈1, 2, 0〉, and a random permutation π1 = 〈0, 1〉,
and computes:
v1 = π1〈34 ∗ E1(0, 7), 118 ∗ E1(1, 2)〉 = 〈34 ∗ 118, 118 ∗ 38〉 = 〈187, 209〉,
v2 = π1〈158 ∗E2(0, 11), 67 ∗ E2(2, 4)〉 = 〈158 ∗ 26, 67 ∗ 94〉 = 〈58, 223〉,
v3 = π1〈26 ∗ E3(0, 2), 34 ∗E3(0, 4)〉 = 〈26 ∗ 143, 34 ∗ 199〉 = 〈118, 16〉,
and sends them to A2.
A2 generates two sharings of 0, z1,0 = 〈2, 1, 0〉 and z1,1 = 〈1, 2, 0〉, and a random permutation π2 = 〈1, 0〉,
and computes:
v1 = π2〈187 ∗E1(2, 7), 209 ∗ E1(1, 1)〉 = π2〈187 ∗ 58, 209 ∗ 16〉 = 〈194, 46〉.
v2 = π2〈58 ∗ E2(1, 4), 223 ∗ E2(2, 7)〉 = π2〈58 ∗ 34, 223 ∗ 58〉 = 〈109, 172〉.
v3 = π2〈118 ∗E3(0, 2), 16 ∗ E3(0, 8)〉 = π2〈118 ∗ 143, 16 ∗ 107〉 = 〈137, 224〉. and sends them to A3.
A3 generates two sharings of 0, z1,0 = 〈1, 2, 0〉 and z1,1 = 〈2, 1, 0〉, and a random permutation π3 = 〈1, 0〉,
and computes:
v1 = π3〈194 ∗E1(1, 11), 46 ∗ E1(2, 13)〉 = 〈46 ∗ 67, 194 ∗ 191〉 = 〈157, 154〉.
v2 = π3〈109 ∗E2(2, 1), 172 ∗ E2(1, 14)〉 = 〈172 ∗ 209, 109 ∗ 31〉 = 〈173, 4〉.
v3 = π3〈137 ∗E3(0, 7), 224 ∗ E3(0, 2)〉 = 〈224 ∗ 143, 137 ∗ 118〉 = 〈82, 191〉.
It sends v1 to A1, v2 to A2, and decrypts v3.
A1 gets by decryption shares 〈5, 3〉 = 〈2, 0〉.
A2 gets by decryption shares 〈4, 8〉 = 〈1, 2〉.
A3 gets by decryption shares 〈0, 1〉.
This is a shuffled resharing of the initial secrets (it happens that the permutations canceled each other and
the secrets are in their initial positions).

4.2 Shuffling multidimensional vectors

Previously we have seen how a random hidden reordering of a unidimensional vector can be obtained using
a version of the Merritt election protocol. Now we will show how one can shuffle a multidimensional space
containing multidimensional vectors of secrets, performing secret permutations on all dimensions. The vectors
may share some dimensions and the whole space has m dimensions, {1, ...,m}. The possible coordinates for
the dimension i are {1, 2, ..., di}. Additionally one can also shuffle the dimensions themselves.

Remark 6 This problem has application to the shuffling of descriptions secret for combinatorial problems
(satisfiability (SAT) problems, or constraint satisfaction (CSP) problems) where the dimensions correspond
to variables, the set of possible coordinates to the domains of these variables, and the multi-dimensional
vectors to the extensial representation of secret predicates/constraints [Sil03].

Remark 7 Note that the dimensions can be shuffled securely only if a) all dimensions have the same num-
ber of coordinates; and b) the hypergraph induced by the vectors on any permutation of the dimensions is
homomorphic to the initial graph. This holds for fully connected graphs of any arity (see Figure 4).

As before, each participant Ai chooses a pair of keys for a (+, •)-homomorphic public encryption scheme
with plaintexts from ZZµ, and publishes the public key (the obtained encryption function being denoted
Ei(m)).

Assume the participants share secrets organized in k multidimensional vectors {Vi}i ∈ [1..k]. Each Vi
having ti dimensions, 〈i1, ..., iti〉, and is denoted {sivi1 ,...,viti }∀u,viu∈[1..diu ]. The secrets and their shares are

in ZZν . Participant Aj has for Vi the set of secret shares {si,jvi1 ,...,viti }∀u,viu∈[1..diu ]. Each participant Aj

encrypts its secret shares for all elements of each vector Vi with its own public key Ej , and submits the
obtained vectors, EVi = {Ej(si,jvi1 ,...,viti )}∀u,viu∈[1..diu ], to a mix-net.
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Figure 4: Graphs where permutations are homomorphic: (a) a fully connected binary graph; (b) a fully
connected hypergraph with ternary edges.

All the submissions are made to A1, the first participant in the Merritt chain. For each vector Vi, each
participant Ak generates a set of n vectors of the same size containing at each element sharings of zero,
{Zk,i,j}j∈[1..n]. Zk,i,j has the form {zk,i,jvi1 ,...,viti

}∀u,viu∈[1..diu ]. Note that 〈zk,i,0vi1 ,...,viti
, ..., zk,i,nvi1 ,...,viti

〉 is a sharing

of zero. Ak also generates the secret permutations:

πk : [1..m]→ [1..m], (for variables)

l ∈ [1..m], πkl : [1..dl]→ [1..dl], (for domains)

When A1 or a subsequent Ak receives (all the elements of) all the vectors with shares for a participant Aj ,

it transforms each {Ej(si,jvi1 ,...,viti )}∀u,viu∈[1..diu ] into {Ej(zk,i,jvi1 ,...,viti
) • Ej(si,jπk

i1
(vi1 ),...,πk

iti
(viti

)
)}∀u,viu∈[1..diu ]

by applying the permutations πki on each corresponding dimension i.
Note that if a permutation πk is applied on dimensions (in this case all dimensions have size d), the

resulting vectors are: {Ej(zk,i,jvi1 ,...,viti
) • Ej(si,jπk(πk

i1
(vi1 ),...,πk

iti
(viti

))
)}∀u,viu∈[1..d]. If permutations are applied

on dimensions, then the order of the coordinates in vector Vi has to be shuffled consistently over the different
shares for the same vector (e.g., ordered by the new IDs of the dimensions). If there are several vectors, they
are shuffled with the same permutations. The order on vectors should also be shuffled in this case.

As with the shuffling of unidimensional secrets, the homomorphism of the encryption scheme ensures
that each set of shares is randomized by addition with a 0. Also, µ must be larger than the largest element
that can be obtained applying n times the operation + on elements from ZZν .

Example 4 Participants A1, A2, and A3 share three vectors of secrets from ZZ3 in a 2-dimensional space
(x,y), sx1 = 〈0, 1〉, sy2 = 〈2, 0〉, and sx,y3 = 〈〈1, 2〉, 〈2, 0〉〉. The two-dimensional vector sx,y shares the first
dimension with sx and the second with sy. All participants submit their encrypted shares to A1.
A1 generates permutations π1 = 〈1, 0〉 (creating new dimensions x′ and y′), and π1

1 = 〈0, 1〉, π1
2 = 〈1, 0〉, and

by shuffling and randomizing all shares of the vectors gets shares for

sy
′

1 = π1
1(sx1) = π1

1〈0, 1〉 = 〈0, 1〉,
sx
′

2 = π1
2(sy2) = π1

2〈2, 0〉 = 〈0, 2〉, and

sy
′,x′

3 = π1
1〈π1

2〈1, 2〉, π1
2〈2, 0〉〉 = 〈〈2, 1〉, 〈0, 2〉〉. These are sent shuffled to A2.

A2 generates permutations π2 = 〈0, 1〉, π2
1 = 〈1, 0〉, π2

2 = 〈0, 1〉, and by shuffling and randomizing all shares
of the vectors gets shares for

sy
′′

1 = π2
2(sy

′

1 ) = π2
2〈0, 1〉 = 〈0, 1〉,

sx
′′

2 = π2
1(sx

′
2 ) = π2

1〈0, 2〉 = 〈2, 0〉, and

sy
′′,x′′

3 = π2
2〈π2

1〈2, 1〉, π2
1〈0, 2〉〉 = 〈〈1, 2〉, 〈2, 0〉〉. These are sent to A3.

A3 generates permutations π3 = 〈1, 0〉, π3
1 = 〈1, 0〉, π3

2 = 〈0, 1〉, and by shuffling and randomizing all shares
of the vectors gets shares for

sx
′′′

1 = π3
2(sy

′′

1 ) = π3
2〈0, 1〉 = 〈0, 1〉,
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sy
′′′

2 = π3
1(sx

′′
2 ) = π3

1〈2, 0〉 = 〈0, 2〉, and

sx
′′′,y′′′

3 = π3
2〈π3

1〈1, 2〉, π3
1〈2, 0〉〉 = 〈〈2, 1〉, 〈0, 2〉〉.

In this case the permutations of dimensions canceled each other and the final shuffling consists only in a
permutation of the second dimension, y.

5 ZK IP for Shared Secret Shuffling

The attack of duplicating a secret or tampering with a secret using homomorphism (by a participant in the
Merritt chain) can be addressed with an interractive zero-knowledge proof. It is inspired from the proof of
knowledge of an isomorphism between two large graphs [GMR85, Gol04, GMW86, GMW87, Blu86].

5.1 ZK proof for knowledge of isomorphism between large graphs

Peggy needs to prove to Victor that she knows the isomorphism f between two large graphs G1 and G2 (e.g.,
to get access to some resource).

1. Peggy generates a random isomorphism f1 and computes a new graph G = f1(G1). Peggy send G to
Victor claiming that G is isomorphic to both G1 and G2.

2. Victor generates a random challenge c ∈ {0, 1} and sends it to Peggy. If c is 0 then Victor expects in
return the isomorphism between G1 and G. Otherwise he asks for the isomorphism between G2 and
G.

3. if c is 0 then Peggy sends f1 to Victor. Otherwise she sends f−1 ◦ f1.

With each iteration of this interractive proof, Victor’s doubts about Peggy knowing f decreases with 50%.

5.2 ZK proof for shuffling secret shares

A participantAi in the Merritt chain for shuffling n vectors of k shared secrets v = {{v1
i }i∈[1..k], ..., {vni }i∈[1..k]}

can prove the correctness of his/her shuffling u = {{u1
i }i∈[1..k], ..., {uni }i∈[1..k]} (obtained with a permytation

π and summation with a vector of shares of zero, {{z1
i }i∈[1..k], ..., {zni }i∈[1..k]}). by an interractive proof.

Each step of the interractive proof consists of:

• Ai generates an additional shuffling y = {{y1
i }i∈[1..k], ..., {yni }i∈[1..k]} (obtained with a permytation

π′ and summation with a vector of shares of zero, {{z ′1i }i∈[1..k], ..., {z′ni }i∈[1..k]}), and sends it to the
verifier.

• The verifier sends a challenge c, c ∈ {0, 1}, to Ai.

• – If c = 0 then Ai reveals the permutation and set k of shared of zeros that translate from y to u
(namely, permutation π ◦ π′−1 and set of zero shares {{z1

i − z′1i }i∈[1..k], ..., {zni − z′ni }i∈[1..k]}).
– If c = 1 then Ai reveals a permutation and a set k of shared of zeros that translate from v to y

(namely, permutation π′−1 and set of zero shares {{z′1i }i∈[1..k], ..., {z′ni }i∈[1..k]}).

Each challenge successfully answered reduces the suspicions aboutAi with 50%. t such steps can be performed
simultaneously (to reduce suspicions 1

2t times at once).
To allow all other participants to be simultaneously convinced by a single answer by Ai to t challenges,

the challenges can be constructed using a protocol for tossing a coin over the phone. For example:

• Each of the verifiers Aj , j 6= i, commits to t guesses c1,j , ..., ct,j , where ck,j = 0 if Aj guesses the first
form and ck,j = 1 otherwise. Each verifier broadcasts his commitments.

• Everybody opens his commitments.

• Everybody computes the set of joint challenges, ct = ⊕nx=1,x6=i(ct,x).
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A commitment to a bit b can be achieved as the ciphertext obtained by encrypting with AES a message
whose last bit is b, using a randomly obtained key. The commitment is opened by revealing the key and the
message yielding the ciphertext of the commitment.

Each of the shufflers that answers all t simultaneous challenges to t simultaneously published claims can be
trusted (with probability 1−1/2t). All n participants in the Merritt chain can play the IP simultaneously for
proving their corresponding operation to minimize message overhead. The memory overhead is k(t+1)n(n−1)
shares of secrets from n− 1 provers for t claims (+1 actual output), each with n shares for k secrets.

All the participants in the Merrit chain have to prove their operation to avoid any tampering with the
secrets.

Remark 8 If one only plans to protect the shares from a set of colluders knowing the identity of the secrets,
A1, then the concept of a (t, n)-threshold scheme would require the first n− t participants to provide the proof
(since n− t+ 1 colluding participants can always modify any shared secret).

6 Shuffling in the SMC language

To express the problem of shuffling three secrets from three participants and revealing them in a random
order generated with fairness, the SMC program (version 1.4.2) is:

MODULUS 31

PARTICIPANTS 3

INPUTS

1 # nb. of inputs from the 1-st participant

# variable, vector-size, label, type

s1 I secret Integer

1 # nb. of inputs from the 2-nd participant

s2 I secret Integer

1

s3 I secret Integer

INTERMEDIARY-INPUTS 5

# main is the entry point for this program

# main calls _r to create the array, and then calls the mix-net

main=SEQUENCE(_r(0),SHUFFLE(_r,3))

# _r creates the array _r and returns the x-th value

_r(x)=ARRAY(_r,x,s1,s2,s3)

# define the outputs

o0=_r(0)

o1=_r(1)

o2=_r(2)

OUTPUTS

3 # nb. of outputs for the 1-st participant

# label revealed-value

result1 o0

result2 o1

result3 o2

3 # nb. of outputs for the 2-nd participant

result1 o0

result2 o1

result3 o2

3 # nb. of outputs for the 3-rd participant

result1 o0
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result2 o1

result3 o2

To reveal only a randomly selected value out of the three secrets in the previous program, one only needs
to change the OUTPUTS section to:

OUTPUTS

1 # nb. of outputs for the 1-st participant

result o0

1 # nb. of outputs for the 2-nd participant

result o0

1 # nb. of outputs for the 3-rd participant

result o0

The shuffling of multidimensional vectors of secrets is implemented in SMC’s shuffling for CSPs, and is
called with SHUFFLE(CSP). In SMC each participant saves the last permutations used for shuffling and
unshuffling can be dune with a call to UNSHUFFLE(vector-name,vector-length) and UNSHUFFLE(CSP),
respectively.

The efficiency of the mix-net for secret shares depends on the key size, the number of participants and
the number of secrets. With 1024 bit Paillier keys, the mix-net for secret shares in the version 1.4.2 of SMC
requires approximatively 1 second per secret per participant (without ZK proofs). In consequence, ZK proofs
with certitude 1 − 1

2t are expected to need 2t seconds per secret (t seconds for generating claims, and t for
verifying them, the cost of jointly builing the challenges being negligible).

7 Conclusions

In this paper we have shown how participants in a mix-net for secret shares can make Zero Knowledge proofs
of the correctness of their operation. The designed proofs should increase the confidence of all participants
that the mix-net did not tamper with the values of the secret shares. The approach is related to the proof
of knowing a isomorphism between large graphs. We make a detailed study of the rationales behind each
design decision, as well as a study of rationales behind the major other mix-nets. Alternative versions and
implementations (e.g., used cryptosystems) are discussed with their advantages and drawbacks. Discussions
related to the usage of public-key versus symmetric-key encryptions for mixnets are described within the
basic techniques of Chaum and Merritt. We end with a discussion of how the technique can be used in the
Secure Multiparty Computations (SMC) programming language and we give some examples.
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